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Multiscale modeling of stress-mediated diffusion in silicon: Ab initio
to continuum
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In this letter, we present the development of a complete methodology to simulate the effects of
general anisotropic nonuniform stress on dopant diffusion in silicon. The macroscopic diffusion
equation is derived from microscopic transition-state theory; the microscopic parameters are
calculated from first principles; a feature-scale stress-prediction methodology based on stress
measurements in the relevant materials as a function of temperature has been developed. The
developed methodology, implemented in a continuum solver, is used to investigate a TiN metal gate
system. A compressive stress field is predicted in the substrate, resulting in an enhancement in
lateral boron diffusion. This enhancement, which our model attributes mostly to solubility effects,
is in good agreement with experiment. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Traditionally, it has been assumed that the major eff
of substrate stresses were dislocation formation
response,1,2 whereas stress effects on diffusion were thou
to be negligible.3 With the reduction of gate lengths and th
use of more exotic gate materials, stress-mediated diffu
becomes a more prevalent component in determining th
nal dopant profile and subsequent device performance.
the experimental side, contradictory results for the qual
tive influence of stress on boron diffusion further motivate
fundamental investigation of stress-mediated diffusi
While the measurements of Aziz and co-workers suggest
hanced diffusivity under compressive pressure,4–6 other
works find retarded diffusion in that case.3,7–9 Hence, this
letter focuses on the effect of stress on B diffusion in Si.

Most existing theoretical work on stress-mediated dif
sion assumes hydrostatic stress in the substrate. How
stresses caused by dislocations, thermal processes, and
metric effects all add to a complex stress state under a m
tilayered gate stack—where the gate itself acts as a s
concentrator—with magnitudes approaching the mate
strength even at low temperatures.3,10–12Since the only pre-
vious derivation13 of the diffusivity in a general stress fiel
from atomic hopping rates was restricted to special cases
did not include diffusion on a diamond lattice, we extend
the theory to the general case which will be given in mo
detail elsewhere.14

Boron has been found to diffuse nearly exclusively w
the help of Si self-interstitials.15 Usingab initio calculations,
a two-step diffusion mechanism has been recently identi
for the mobile BI pair @see Fig. 1~a! or 1~c!#.16 The interme-
diate hexagonal interstitial@Fig. 1~b!# is a saddle point for
the positive, and a local minimum close to the saddle po

a!Electronic mail: wolfgang.windl@motorola.com
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for the neutral charge state, and is assumed to be the d
nant saddle point inp-type Si in this letter.

A standard four-stream diffusion model for B consists
the streamsI ~self-interstitials, mobile!, V ~vacancies, mo-
bile!, B ~substitutional B, immobile!, and BI ~B–interstitial
pair, mobile!. Conjecturing that the point defects (I andV)
are in equilibrium with a free surface and that theI concen-
tration is independent of the B concentration, we can s
plify the four-stream model to an effective one-strea
model,

]CB

]t
5¹•@PB

eff¹~CB /SB
eff!#, ~1!

whereCB is the B concentration,PB
eff is the effective solid

permeability tensor, andSB
eff is the solid solubility factor.14 In

the hydrostatic case where the stress tensors is given by
s5p Id , the permeability~which is a scalar now! as a func-
tion of the pressurep is given by

PB
eff5PBI5DB

0 expS 2
«s

BI1pVs
BI

kBT D , ~2!

whereDB
0 is the diffusivity prefactor for intrinsic B diffusion,

which we calculate from first principles within the harmon
Vineyard method,17 «s

BI is the creation energy for the BI pair
at the saddle point,Vs

BI is the corresponding creatio

FIG. 1. Diffusion path for B as determined fromab initio calculations~see
Ref. 16!. The smaller ball is the B atom.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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volume,18 kB is the Boltzmann constant, andT the tempera-
ture. ‘‘Creation’’ quantities are equivalent to formatio
quantities defined with respect to perfect Si as a refere
system.14 For the solubility, we find

SB
eff5expF2

«v
B1«at1p~Vv

B1Vat!

kBT G , ~3!

where«v
B is the creation volume for substitutional B in i

ground state or ‘‘valley,’’«at is the total energy per atom o
the perfect Si cell,Vv

B is the corresponding creation volum
for substitutional B, andVat the volume per atom of perfec
Si.18 For the anisotropic case with general stress tensor,
expressions are more complicated and will be giv
elsewhere.14

The general stress dependence is given by the respe
creation volume tensors which are calculated by the len
changesDLa between the defective cell and the perfect
cell with lattice parameters La , V5(V)ab

5dab«agdDLaLgLd in a principal-axes system. Since th
single elements of the volume tensors are hard to sepa
experimentally, we calculate them from first principles. A
though severalab initio investigations examined the~scalar!
hydrostaticpressure dependence of diffusion in the past,19,20

there is no previous report on the corresponding tensor
pendence for the general anisotropic stress case in the li
ture.

Using theab initio codeVASP,21 within the generalized-
gradient approximation, we find from supercell calculatio
of up to 1000 atoms that the finite-size change of the b
modulus of the defective cell can strongly influence the
sults. This error needs to be corrected for smaller syste
which can be done easily. Band-gap and finite-size cor
tions are applied to the energy values; further details can
found elsewhere.18

We calculate«v
B1«at527.14 eV and«s

BI523.39 eV,
which results in a net activation energy ofEa52(«v

B1«at)
1«s

BI53.75 eV in good agreement with the experimen
value of Ref. 22. Furthermore, we find (Vs

BI)ab

5dab@9.5dax23.8(day1daz)# Å 3 in a principal-axis system
with the x axis parallel to the~111! direction andVv

B1Vat

52.4Id Å 3, respectively, with scalar values for the hydr
static case ofTr (Vs

BI)51.9 Å3 and Tr(Vv
B1Vat)57.2 Å3.

The net scalar activation volume isVa52Tr(Vv
B1Vat)

1Tr(Vs
BI)525.3 Å3, in good agreement with recen

experiments5 of 23.4 Å3 and isotropic ab initio
calculations20 of 23.1 Å3. Although the hydrostatic value i
small, there is considerable anisotropy in the permeab
volume tensor which can have a significant effect on dif
sion under anisotropic strain.14 Our results suggest that in th
considered equilibrium case B diffusion isenhancedby com-
pressive pressure. This is mostly a solubility effect and
consequence, due to the fact that our point defects ar
equilibrium with a free surface.18

A titanium nitride~TiN! metal gate integration on a sub
quarter micron p-metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effe
transistor is used as a demonstration example of the st
diffusion phenomena, where anomalous stress-dependen
ron diffusion has been recently discovered at Motorola12

Electrically measured lateral diffusion results indicated
enhancement in boron diffusion with increasing gate stre
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Figure 2 shows an example of a scanning electron mic
scope image of the gate along with a feature scale st
model.

A finite-element method is used to predict hig
temperature feature scale stresses in the Si substrate u
the TiN metal gate. Since the temperature dependenc
elastic properties for most materials in a gate stack, exc
for Si, is unknown, empirical data are used to calibrate
high-temperature stress simulations. A full three-dimensio
~3D! finite-element model had to be used, since plane-st
and plane-stress two-dimensional~2D! reductions are insuf-
ficient in the area of interest near the Si surface. A 100
SiO2 film was modeled over the gate in order to reduce
potential singularity found in finite-element peeling stre
results near free-traction boundaries.11 The TiN has a high
tensile stress at anneal temperatures (1025 °C), resultin
compressive horizontal stresses directly under the gate
large compressive and tensile stress concentrations just u
and outside the gate edge, respectively.

Resulting 3D stress tensors from the finite-elem
model are passed through nodal data to an in-house s
diffusion solver ~MANiFEST! that is based upon the partia
differential equation solver described in Ref. 23. This solv
employs the gradient-weighted moving finite-eleme
method which uses a continuously moving mesh that ad
to the evolving solution. The diffusion equation implement
on our solver is

SB
eff ]w

]t
5¹•PB

eff¹w1¹w•PB
eff¹w, ~4!

where the transformed variablew5 log(CB /SB
eff) was intro-

duced in order to achieve a relative accuracy in the conc
tration tail comparable to that in the high-concentration
gions. Galerkin equations are obtained by minimizing t
residual of this equation with respect to a 1/SB

eff weightedL2

norm. At present the stress tensor, upon whichSB
eff andPB

eff

depend, is simply obtained by interpolating the finit
element-computed stress field onto the moving mesh. Us
the described procedure, postanneal diffusion profiles for
TiN metal gate as well as for a reference stress-free gate
calculated.

The resulting profiles for a 5 keV implanted B profile
diffused at 1025 °C for 10 s can be seen in Fig. 3. Due
stress effects, an 8% change inLeff for a 250 nmLdrawn

device is predicted. Equivalently, a 30% change inLeff is
predicted for a 65 nmLdrawn device. These numbers ar

FIG. 2. Scanning electron microscope image~see Ref. 12! and finite-
element model of the TiN gate stack of Ref. 12.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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quantitatively in good agreement with the experimental fin
ings, which possibly suggests the reasonability of the ba
assumption in our model, i.e., the use of an equilibrium o
stream model which does not allow for transient-enhan
diffusion or B clustering effects. This might be caused, e
by a possible nature of the interface~or other extended de
fects! as a fast sink for point defects which could reinsta
the equilibrium concentrations of the point defects quic
and allow the solubility to dominate the pressure depende
of the diffusivity. If this were true, it might also give a
explanation for the qualitative difference between the abo
mentioned measurements, assuming they are correc
cases whereenhancedB diffusion is found under compres
sive stress,4–6 the point defect concentrations in the syste
would be in equilibrium with the free surfaces. For the o
posite case,3,7–9 this equilibrium might be disturbed becau
of, e.g., interactions of the point defects with defects ot
than free surfaces, which might suppress the solubility ef
and result inretardedB diffusion under compressive stres

In summary, we described in this letter the developm
of a complete methodology to simulate the effects of gen
anisotropic nonuniform stress on diffusion of B in Si. Th
methodology includes the derivation of the macroscopic
fusion equation from microscopic transition state theory, c
culation of the required microscopic parameters from fi
principles, development of a feature-scale stress-predic
methodology based on measurements of the stress in the
stack materials as a function of temperature, and final im
mentation into a continuum model. For the investigated c
of an advanced metal gate system, significant stress ef
on B diffusion were predicted which strongly corrobora

FIG. 3. Boron concentration contours for a 10 s, 1025 °C, boron diffus
(source/drain1extension). Comparison of the TiN metal gate stressed c
~heavy line! to a unstressed~light line! solution show a 8% difference in
lateral diffusion for a 250 nmLdrawn gate.
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with Motorola’s metal gate experimental results.12 Our re-
sults suggest a possible explanation for the qualitative dif
ence between experiments by pointing out the crucial role
the equilibrium of the point defects with free surfaces. F
thermore, our findings imply the possibility to control exce
sive B diffusion by using a different gate metal that caus
tensile instead of compressive stress in the substrate w
should slow down B diffusion.

The authors thank Bikas Maiti and Jeff Cheng from M
torola and Mike Aziz from Harvard for very helpful discus
sions.
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